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Make flexible work work for your business. Yeastar 

Workplace Desk Booking System makes it effortless 

to manage any office seating arrangement with 

self-service bookings, automation, analytics, and 

more, all in one people-centric platform. 

Desk Booking
System

Create a flexible yet 
collaborative workplace where 
people want to be.

Give your employees more choices on when and 

where to work. Offer bookable desk options with map 

cues and showcase real-time office occupancy & user 

reservations for better workday coordination.

Ditch laborious spreadsheets. Set up seating 

strategies once and forget all the stress. The 

automation works itself and your people can help 

themselves with easy, on-the-fly desk booking from 

anywhere. No more logistical mistakes.

Increase satisfaction with wider access to a variety 

of spaces that better match different activities, 

promoting fresh minds, productivity, and 

cross-functional collaboration.

Make better, data-driven planning decisions with 

comprehensive data. Use analytics to identify usage 

trends and continuously adapt, making every of 

your real estate dollar count.
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An easy-to-use desk booking software to help you 

efficiently allocate desk resources, prioritize workplace 

flexibility, and embrace the hybrid work trend.

By uploading your floor plan and assigning desks to the 

corresponding locations, you can easily manage your desk 

resources using an interactive office map. 

Efficient Desk Sharing Interactive Office Map

Make desk resources accessible with a variety of booking 

options. Book via a real-time booking grid, on the go using 

mobile, from the office map, or via the e-ink desk screen.

Book a desk in your favourite spot and start your work 

straight away. Or you can locate colleagues that you need 

to collaborate with and book a seat next to them.

Easy Desk Booking Favourite Desk & Colleague

Set up flexible desks, permanently-assigned seats, and 

dedicated team spaces that’re exclusively opened to certain 

departments and groups. Changed can be updated at any time.

Set rules for how bookings are made on the day or in 

advance. Use desk permissions to control who has what 

desks around the office, when, and how.

Desk Types & Team Space Rules & Permission

Understand your desk utilization and booking trends with 

detailed analytics & exportable usage data. Make data-driven 

decisions and spot opportunities to improve.

Detect real-time desk occupancy, auto-release abandoned 

reservation, and get the most out of your desk resources via 

the desk occupancy sensor.

Utilization, Trends & Insights Desk Occupancy Sensor

Key Features
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The Flexible-first Workplace Platform for Meeting Room Booking, 

Desk Booking, and Visitor Management.
Yeastar Workplace

E-ink Desk Screen
Display the real time status of each desk with a vivid tri-color 

e-ink screen. Powered by battery, this cordless desk screen 

is perfect for different workspaces through flexible mounting 

methods.
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